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Power Electronics  
Systems Industry

Automation

Social solutions

Information solutions

Fuji Electric’s power electronics systems industry 
business creates competitive components based on power 
electronics technology.  We are strengthening system 
sales and expanding our overseas business by combining 
competitive components, control technology and Internet 
of Things (IoT) technology.

Automation
In the field of automation, we offer components such 

as inverters, servos, measuring equipment and control 
equipment that help achieve factory automation and vi-
sualization, as well as control systems that integrate 
these types of equipment.  With this business, we con-
tribute to increased productivity and energy savings.

In the field of measuring equipment, we have devel-
oped an ultrasonic flowmeter for steam flow.  The flow-
meter does not require piping work, and it can be 
mounted in equipment that are in operation, something 
that was not possible in the past.

In the field of control equipment, we have developed 
the “MICREX-SX SPH5000H” duplex programmable 
controller (PLC) for applications requiring high reliabil-
ity such as lifeline facilities.  We have also developed the 
“XCS-3000 Type E” high-speed, large-capacity and 
highly reliable electrical machinery controller for steel 
plants.  This controller makes it possible to achieve 
highly reliable high-speed drive control systems such as 
those for steel plants.

We have utilized our experience in instrumentation 
and control systems to develop the “OnePackEdge 
System.” It aggregates data from multiple processing fa-
cilities into one package and provides services ranging 
from data collection to analysis.  This system makes it 
possible to obtain necessary information for analysis, al-
lowing users to suppress equipment anomalies and er-
rors.

Fuji Electric’s control system package for overseas 
steel rolling plants is customized for overseas markets 
by utilizing our control know-how.  In particular, this 
compact control system consists of our “MICREX-SX” 
PLCs, “FRENIC” inverters, “f(s) NISDAS7” data collec-
tion and analysis support package software and 

“TELLUS-HMI” human-machine interface systems.  We 
plan to provide the package to users in the steel indus-
try in India.

In the marine field, we have applied our cultivated 
experience in precipitator technology and water treat-
ment technology to develop a SOX removal cyclone scrub-
ber.  It is our exhaust gas cleaning system (EGCS) for 
marine vessels that complies with sulfur oxide (SOX) 
and particulate matter (PM) regulations.  The scrubber 
employs a cyclone mechanism that creates swirling in-
side the facility and contacts exhaust gas with a highly 
diffused spray of wash water.  These features enable the 
scrubber to achieve a compact, lightweight and low-loss 
design.  Furthermore, we will build the exhaust gas 
cleaning system for marine vessels that combines the 
scrubber with a laser gas analyzer developed to measure 
SOX and CO2 concentration contained in exhaust gas.  
This system will optimize the operation of the pump in 
the SOX removal cyclone scrubber, contributing to oper-
ating cost reduction.

In the field of power conditioning systems (PCSs) for 
solar power generation, we have utilized our low-voltage 
inverter technology to develop the “PIS-50/500” string 
type PCS for solar power generation of 50 kW, power rat-
ing of which is the mainstream for PCSs in the Chinese 
market.  In addition to China, we also plan to offer the 
PCS to markets in Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia.

In the field of industrial electric heating, we have de-
veloped a high-efficiency high-frequency induction fur-
nace that uses our proprietary induction heating tech-
nology and power electronics technology for Japanese 
and overseas markets, including China and Southeast 
Asia.  In the future, we plan to enhance its functionality 
to further increase customer productivity, safety and 
maintainability.

Social solutions
In the field of railway, we have developed compact 

and lightweight drive systems for railway cars by using 
Fuji Electric’s SiC power semiconductor modules and the 
cooling system, utilizing the airflow in traveling.

For high speed rail, Fuji Electric has delivered the 
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main power converters (converters and inverters for 
driving), traction motors and main transformers for 
next-release N700S Shinkansen verification test trains 
operated by the Central Japan Railway Company.  We 
are conducting performance evaluations and long-term 
durability running tests to prepare for the start of the 
operation in July 2020.

For conventional rail, we have supplied VVVF  
inverters for renovated 5000 Series railcars operated by 
Sanyo Electric Railway Co., Ltd.  The railcars started 
operations in October 2018.  Furthermore, we have been 
supplying our latest electrical driven door systems for 
new railcars operated by Tokyu Corporation and Toei 
Transportation.  These new door systems achieve 
greater safety, reliability and serviceability for railcars 
than conventional pneumatic door systems.

In the field of radiation equipment, we have devel-
oped the new electronic personal dosimeter “NRF54,” 

which can simultaneously detect gamma rays and beta 
rays in a single unit and wirelessly link with remote 
monitoring systems.  This dosimeter will provide safe 
and secure site visualization for people involved in radi-
ation work.

Information solutions
In the field of information solutions, Fuji Electric 

provides information control systems and IoT systems 
that are currently being used for the entire Fuji Electric 
Group.  We also offer tools and systems that help 
streamline operations at municipalities and companies.

In order to meet the needs of work style reform, we 
have developed “Karuwaza Web Scenario Creator” as an 
application capable of automating routine tasks based on 
the basis of “Karuwaza Web,” a tool that can utilize in-
formation assets stored in different databases within a 
company.

Fig.2  “PXF4-U”

2  “PXF4-U” Socket Type Temperature Controller
Fuji Electric has provided socket type temperature con-

trollers with enhanced maintainability that are widely 
used for temperature control and overtemperature preven-
tion.  We have recently developed the new “PXF4-U” socket 
type temperature controller as a replacement for the exist-
ing “PXR4-S” to expand the line-up of the “PXF Series” next-
generation global standard temperature controllers.

The PXF4-U has the same terminal arrangement as the 
PXR4-S and the operating method is fully compatible with 
PXR4-S, making replacement work of existing products 
stress-free.  Moreover, by adopting the PXF Series’ popular  
features, (e.g. universal input, high-speed sampling, 11- 
segment LCD and user key  function,) the PXF4-U is sure to 
meet market needs.

Fig.1  “ALPHA7”

1  Expansion of “ALPHA7” Servo Systems
The “ALPHA7” servo systems are mainly used in appli-

cations such as machine tools, printers, electronic device as-
sembly equipment and semiconductor manufacturing equip-
ment.  In 2017, Fuji Electric released VS type (SX bus) servo 
amplifiers with a rating of 1.5 kW or less.  We have recently 
expanded our line-up of servo amplifiers to accommodate a 
wider variety of machinery and equipment.  The main fea-
tures of the newly added products are as follows:
(1) Interface

™�Pulse train general-purpose interface
™�EtherCAT for high-speed high-precision motion control

(2) Rated output:  2 to 5 kW

Automation
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Fig.3  “FSX” detector of ultrasonic flowmeter for steam

3  Ultrasonic Flowmeter for Steam
Fuji Electric has released an ultrasonic flowmeter capa-

ble of measuring steam flow without the need for piping work.  
We have developed a new ultrasonic sensor to measure high 
temperature steam with high sensitivity as well as a technol-
ogy to reduce noise that can interfere with measurements.  
It measures steam flow utilizing a first-of-its-kind clamp-on 
mechanism (external type).  The flowmeter can be mounted 
even while facilities are in use.  It makes it easier to visualize 
the steam flow rate used in factories and offices of various in-
dustries.  The main specifications are as follows:
(1)  Pipe diameter:  50 A (currently expanding diameter line-

up)
(2)  Saturated steam temperature (pressure) range:  120°C to 

180°C [0.1 to 0.9 MPa (G)]
(3)  Flow velocity range:  0 to ±50 m /s
(4)  Accuracy: ±3% (flow velocity ±10 to 30 m /s)

Automation

Fig.4  “TS1100Si”

4  “MONITOUCH TS1000 Smart Series” for Overseas Markets
In August 2018, Fuji Electric released a new human ma-

chine interface, the “MONITOUCH TS1000 Smart Series,” 
which is designed to meet the growing demand in the Chinese 
and Asian markets.  The key features are as follows:
(1) Line-up of 7-inch and 10.2-inch screen sizes, which are in 

the greatest demand in the Chinese and Asian Markets
(2) Compliant with major global standards, such as CE, KC, 

UL, and cUL
(3) Powerful TFT LCD screens with 65,536 colors
(4) VNC server functions for remote monitoring and control
(5) Backwards compatibility with the screen programs of the 

“MONITOUCH TS1000 Series”
(6) Reduced weight from a redesigned housing (30% to 40% 

lighter than the previous models)

Fig.5  “MICREX-SX SPF Plus”

5  “MICREX-SX SPF Plus” Motion Controller for Overseas Markets
Fuji Electric released its “MICREX-SX SPF Plus” as a 

small programmable controller (PLC) in April 2018 to meet 
the demand for high production efficiency, particularly in the 
Asian markets.  The main features are as follows:
(1)  Available with function blocks for advanced motion con-

trol, including interpolative control and synchronous con-
trol.

(2)  Supports servos systems of 500 kHz pulse train and up to 
4 axes.

(3)  Eliminates need for a dedicated external motion control-
ler.

(4)  Enables users to utilize options common to the 
“MICREX-SX SPF” to build flexible systems.

(5)  Supports the PLC international language standard IEC 
61131-3 to facilitate efficient programming development.
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(a) Calls relevant point corresponding to hierarchy menu selection

HCI (Operation 
screen)

Select from 
hierarchy menu

HEART (Specifications)

HCI (Operation screen)

Links to 
creation point

HEART (Specifications)
(b) Links to internal instrument creation point corresponding 
      to numerical display

Fig.8  Integration with HCI

8  Function Expansion of “HEART” High-Efficiency Engineering Tool
HEART is a highly efficient and easy-to-use engineering 

tool that can automatically convert control function specifica-
tions created in Visio and Excel into controller software.  It 
can also be used for monitoring on the specifications screen.  
Fuji Electric has recently expanded its functionality by cre-
ating functional linkage with a human communication inter-
face (HCI).
(1)  Links from HCI on the hierarchy menu

It is now possible to call the point of creation inside the 
relevant HEART application from the HCI via a hierarchy 
menu that uses easy-to-understand entries such as equip-
ment names and device names.
(2)  Links to points of creation from the numerical display on 

the HCI
In addition to using variables to link to points used be-

tween the HCI and HEART, internal instrument tags can be 
used as key to call points of creation, improving operability.

Fig.7  Chart display example

7  “FLOADV8” Integrated Maintenance Support Tool for Drive Systems
Fuji Electric has provided the “FLOAD” PC loader for 

plant inverters as a user maintenance and adjustment tool.  
We have recently released the new “FLOADV8” loader with 
enhanced maintenance and adjustment functions.  The main 
features are as follows:
(1)  Historical charts in which the user can set and display 

triggers
(2)  1-ms high-speed sampling by connecting the inverter via 

USB
(3)  Chart data printing by connecting a printer

The high-performance chart functions that strongly sup-
port users in cause investigation and fast recovery in the 
event of failure.

Information LAN

Control LAN

(1) Improves performance 
of monitoring screen

Operator 
station
XOS-3000

Database 
station
XDS-3000

Engineering 
station
XES-3000

Control station
XCS-3000Equalization 

busE-SX
bus

I/O

MICREX-
VieW/C

Standby 
system 
load

(3) Flexibly supports the latest 
OS environments

(2) Expands hardware 
error detection and 
alarm notification 
features

Fig.6  System configuration example

6  “MICREX-VieW XX (Double X)” Function Expansion
Fuji Electric has expanded the functionality of its 

“MICREX-VieW XX (Double X)” small- and medium-scale 
monitoring and control system to allow customers to improve 
the quality of manufacturing, stabilize operation and moni-
toring, and enhance the maintainability of each facility.  The 
main features are as follows:
(1)  Reduces variation in display timing in a plant screen 

by halving the required memory capacity to display the 
screens, thereby alleviating operators' stress during 
monitoring.

(2)  Detects hardware failures (HDD failure, etc.) in operator 
stations and database stations and notifies operators to 
improve maintainability.

(3)  Supports the latest OS Windows 10 and Office 2016. It 
also improves maintainability by making it possible to 
replace the PC depending on the customer renewal plans, 
considering the mixed use of old and new OS PCs.

Automation
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PA accelerator

Component configuration

Automatic
generation

(Bidirectional)

Automatic
generation

MICREX-NX

Target hardware configuration

PA accelerator

A. Plant hierarchy

B. Control logic specifications

B. Control logic specifications (CFC)
Plant hierarchy and

control logic specifications

MICREX-NX

Plant hierarchy and
control logic specifications

(b) Automatic generation of plant hierarchy and control logic specifications

(1) (2) (1)

(2)

A. Plant hierarchy

(a) Automatic generation between component configuration 
     and hardware configuration (bidirectional)

Fig.9  “PA accelerator (PAA)” screen example

₉  Interconnection of “MICREX-NX” with “PA Accelerator (PAA)” Integrated Engineering Effi ciency Tool
Fuji Electric has launched “PA Accelerator (PAA)” inte-

grated engineering effi ciency tool, which can interconnect 
with the “MICREX-NX” information and process control sys-
tem to create system confi gurations and control logic specifi -
cations.  It contributes to reducing plant start-up period and 
costs.  It has the following features:
(1)  Automatically generates hardware confi gurations when 

importing component confi gurations created in PAA.  It 
is also possible to refl ect MICREX-NX confi gurations 
into PAA.

(2)  Automatically generates hierarchy and control logic spec-
ifi cations in the engineering station (ES) when importing 
plant hierarchy and control logic specifi cations created in 
PAA into the ES.  In the control logic specifi cations, I /O 
addresses are automatically assigned.

Automation

(Photo courtesy of Takahata Electronics 
Corporation)

WES Indicators
15 units, 
6 lines

Inventory control

Wireless 
LAN

Handy 
terminal for 

inventory 
control

Wireless display for sorting
(Simultaneous work 
instructions for up to 

5 workers using color and 
number indicators)

Sorting
(DAS & DPS)

Access
Controller

(a) System configuration example (b) Application example 

DAS
equipment 
installation 
work scope

10 m

8.5 m

Fig.10  System confi guration and application example

�  Execution Control System Package for Distribution Centers
In many cases, the sorting work at distribution cent-

ers and manufacturer warehouses excluding the large ones 
is still being carried out manually with paper lists.  Fuji 
Electric has developed and released its digital assort system 
(DAS) and digital picking system (DPS), which support wire-
less 5-color indicators, to help reduce manual work and errors 
and improve productivity.

A food manufacturer employed these systems and 
achieved signifi cant improvements including reduction of 
shipment sorting labor hours by about 30%.  The systems 
have the following features:
(1)  Labor savings by controlling the work with a PC and 

wireless instructions.
(2)  Flexible use of space with movable racks.
(3)  Productivity improvement with 5-color indicators that 

support up to 5 people to work at once.

Main computer

Operating 
PC

Process 
computer

PLC

Equipment
Hazardous

area

Network

High speed control 
system package

Overall system configuration Screen display

Time series process 
data display

Lengthwise data 
display

Excel output

Fig.11  Overall system confi guration and screen display

�  Computer Software Package for High-Speed Control Systems
Fuji Electric has developed a computer software package 

that collects, stores, displays and outputs manufacturing and 
quality data for coils and plate-shaped long-length products.  
The package edits the collected data from along the product 
in 1 cm to 10 m intervals lengthwise while also adding key in-
formation for the product and saves the data.  It has the fol-
lowing features:
(1)  Setting registration

Easily register collected data and equipment informa-
tion.
(2)  Data collection and length unit conversion

(a) Collects data from PLCs, process computers, and other 
equipment at events or at regular intervals.

(b) Performs correction using the equipment sensor posi-
tion information and converts time series data into 
length-based data

(3)  Screen display
Displays trends (times series, length-based units) and 

outputs to Excel
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Fig.14  Monitoring and control system for wastewater treatment facilities

�  Monitoring and Control System for Wastewater Treatment Facilities in the Food Industry
Fuji Electric has been supplying its “Citect SCADA” as a 

monitoring and control system for the wastewater treatment 
facilities of beverage manufacturers.  Recently, one of our cus-
tomers constructed advanced wastewater treatment facilities 
for treating a wide variety of waste fluids.  The customer be-
gan to implement IoT systems along with the construction.  
In this regard, we have equipped the Citect SCADA with a 
notification function that sends telephone-based alarms and 
email to users when a fatal fault occurs.  This enables un-
manned operation at monitoring and control rooms at night, 
as well as a emergent response when a fatal fault arises at a 
remote site.

In addition, this system is planned to be equipped with 
advanced functions, such as remote monitoring and control 
using tablet computers, remote monitoring of treatment facil-
ities using web cameras, wireless communications for trans-
mitting measurement data, and integration with business 
systems that prepare pharmaceuticals.

SX-Net LAN
FL-net

(OPCN-2)

Fig.13  “f(s) NISDAS7” conceptual diagram

�  “f(s) NISDAS7” Data Collection and Analysis Support Package Software
Fuji Electric has expanded the range of usable controller 

models and added new functions to enhance their ability as 
an edge controller for its “f(s) NISDAS7” data collection and 
analysis support package software, which is used for facility 
equipment stabilization and preventive maintenance.  These 
enhancements improve flexibility of installation and stream-
line facility maintenance and analysis.
(1)  Adds the “XCS-3000 Type E” high-speed controller for 

electrical machinery control to the list of models applica-
ble for collection.

(2)  Allows the number of collection controllers, which has 
been previously fixed, to be variable and the maximum to 
be 13.

(3)  Supports 64-bit versions of FL-net and SX-Net.
(4)  Adds a one-of-a-kind waveform search function to sim-

plify analysis.
(5)  Adds functions of networking external applications and 

external nodes and outputting CSV files with streaming.

f(s)NISDAS7

Option

TELLUS-HMI

Standard 
PLC panel

Remote 
I/O

Standard software
CPU type Function

CPU
0

SPH
3000PN Interface

CPU
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3000PN
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control

CPU
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3000
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package
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(PROFINET&TCP/IP)

S
X
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s

PROFINET
TCP/IP

Other 
vendor’s 

drive

…

FRENIC

Fig.12  System configuration diagram

�  Control System Package for Overseas Steel Rolling Mill Plants
Fuji Electric has developed a control system package 

for overseas steel rolling plants.  This package consists of 
Fuji Electric’s “MICREX-SX” programmable controllers, 
“FRENIC” inverters, “f(s) NISDAS7” data collection and 
analysis support package software, and “TELLUS-HMI” hu-
man-machine interface system.  It is a compact control sys-
tem that integrates the control functions of 4 CPUs on a sin-
gle control panel.  It has the following features:
(1)  Utilizes Fuji Electric’s control know-how customized for 

overseas use.
(2)  Supports open network PROFINET.
(3)  Designed as a compact system using multi-CPUs.

In the future, we plan to offer them to users in the Indian 
steel industry.

Automation
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DCS control LAN
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replacement

Control system
replacement

XCS-3000

Fig.15  Remote monitoring and control system for power receiving and transforming facilities

�  Replacement of Remote Monitoring and Control System for Power Receiving and Transforming Facilities of Steelworks
 The iron and steel industry is an energy-intensive indus-

try.  The energy center is used for the industry to centrally 
monitor and control various types of energy with the aim of 
stabilizing supply at production plants.  Energy center system 
is one of Fuji Electric’s areas of expertise.  We are currently 
recommending our customers to replace their aged energy 
center instrumentation systems.  Recently, we have replaced 
the remote monitoring and control system for power receiving 
and transforming facilities at the Kimitsu Works of Nippon 
Steel Corporation.  The conventional system consisted of te-
lemeter and telecontrol equipment and panel and desk instru-
mentation equipment.  We replaced them with a distributed 
control system (DCS) and telemeter and telecontrol equip-
ment used for communications to achieve HMI based central 
monitoring and control for the power receiving and trans-
forming facilities.  In addition to utilizing our “MICREX-
VieW XX” for the HMI, we built a large LCD screen system 
for power flow monitoring instead of the graphic panel.  In 
the end, we replaced the system without changing the exist-
ing operating procedures.

Automation

Fig.16  “NRF54”

1  Personal Dosimeter for Overseas Markets
Fuji Electric has developed the “NRF54” as a new elec-

tronic personal dosimeter that simultaneously measures 
gamma and beta rays.  The NRF54 is the latest model in the 
NRF5 Series.  The main features are as follows:
(1)  Uses a case with an open window to efficiently measure 

weakly transmitted beta rays with a beta ray measure-
ment sensor.

(2)  Can simultaneously measure gamma rays and beta rays 
in single device.

(3)  Compliant with the international standard IEC 61526 for 
dosimeters.

(4)  Can link with real-time remote monitoring systems using 
its wireless communication functions.
These features help workers reduce their radiation expo-

sure.  It is expected that the NRF54 will be used in various 
radiation controlled facilities.

Social solutions

Fig.17  “NSN4”

2  “NSN4” Neutron Scintillation Survey Meter
Fuji Electric has developed the “NSN4” neutron scintilla-

tion survey meter, which uses LiCAF eutectics as a scintilla-
tion material for neutron detection.

Although neutron detectors, widely used today, use he-
lium-3 gas, the gas is concerned to be in short supply in the 
future.

Therefore, Fuji Electric launched the “NSN4” neutron 
scintillation survey meter as the first LiCAF detector type in 
the world, which does not use helium-3 gas.  We have also re-
leased the “NSN3” lightweight neutron survey meter, which 
uses an organic mixed gas detector instead of the conven-
tional helium-3 detector.  In addition to the NSN3, we have 
offered the NSN4, which has higher sensitivity to detect neu-
tron than the NSN3, and we will provide the market with 
survey meters that are not susceptible to future worldwide 
shortages of helium-3 gas.
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(Photo courtesy of Central Japan Railway Company)

Main power converter Traction motor Main transformer

Fig.20  Main circuit electrical equipment for N700S Shinkansen verification test trains

5  Main Circuit Electrical Equipment for Next-Release N700S Shinkansen Verification Test Trains of Central Japan Railway Company
Central Japan Railway Company has developed a next-

release N700S Shinkansen verification test train and has 
been performing running tests since March 2018.  Fuji 
Electric supplied the main circuit electrical equipment (main 
power converters, traction motors, main transformers) and 
has been evaluating the performance of the equipment in the 
tests.  The main features are as follows:
(1)  The main power converter uses Fuji Electric’s SiC power 

semiconductor modules to achieve compactness and 
weight savings 

(2)  The number of poles of the traction motor is changed from 
4 to 6 to achieve compactness and weight savings.

(3)  The weight of entire drive system consisting of main cir-
cuit electrical equipment is reduced by 20% compared 
with previous products.

Fig.18  Renovated 5000 Series railcars

3  VVVF Inverters Using SiC Modules for 5000 Series Railcars of Sanyo Electric Railway Co., Ltd.
Fuji Electric has supplied its compact and lightweight 

VVVF inverters for the renovated 5000 Series railcars of 
Sanyo Electric Railway Co., Ltd.  The railcars started op-
erations in October 2018.  The inverter uses power conver-
sion devices, namely 3.3-kV/1,200-A SiC hybrid modules that 
combine silicon carbide Schottky barrier diodes (SiC-SBDs) 
with insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs).  The main 
features are as follows:
(1)  Achieves low loss by using Fuji Electric’s SiC hybrid mod-

ule.
(2)  Eliminates the need for heat pipe by adapting the cooling 

system, utilizing the airflow in traveling.
(3)  Achieves a 64% reduction in volume and 45% reduction 

in mass compared with previous products.

Social solutions

(a) Tokyu 2020/6020 Series  
     railcar

(b) Toei Model 5500  
     railcar

Fig.19  External appearance of railcars

4  Electrical Driven Door Systems for Tokyu Corporation and Toei Transportation
Fuji Electric has been providing its electrical driven 

door systems for the 2020/6020 Series trains operated by 
Tokyu Corporation and the Model 5500 railcar operated by 
Toei Transportation through Japan Transport Engineering 
Company.  Both the companies employed our systems instead 
of their conventional pneumatic door systems, and they plan 
to continue to replace those of older railcars (Tokyu 8500  
Series and Toei Model 5300).  These railcars have been widely 
 used not only on the lines of their respective companies but 
also throughout the entire Tokyo metropolitan area.  The 
electrical driven door system has the following features:
(1)  Improves reliability when opening and closing doors by 

using the service-proven rack-and-pinion system
(2)  Improves safety through obstruction detection technol-

ogy and a the door control sequence that combines a high 
resolution encoder with servo control technology

(3)  Enhances communication reliability and equipment sta-
tus monitoring by communicating with the railcar control 
system
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Fig.21  Illustrated usage

1  Karuwaza Web Scenario Creator
“Karuwaza Web” is a tool that can utilize multiple infor-

mation assets stored in company databases.  Even users in 
business departments with non-technical persons can use it 
to easily retrieve and aggregate data.  Recently, in order to 
meet the needs of working-style reforms, Fuji Electric devel-
oped “Karuwaza Web Scenario Creator” as a option of robotic 
process automation (RPA) to automate routine tasks in data 
utilization.  The main features are as follows:
(1)  Extracts manual processes, such as fi le operations, mail 

sending, and data secondary processing, to create operat-
ing scenario.

(2)  Enables creation of scenarios by simply manipulating the 
screen without the need of coding skills.
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